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INTRODUCTION

1. My full name is Zoe Alexandra Mccormack and I am a Resource Management Planner at

Landpro Limited, a firm of consulting planners, surveyors and engineers. I hold the

qualification of Bachelor of Environmental Management and Planning from Lincoln University.

I have been a planning consultant for over two years providing consultancy services for a wide

range of clients throughout Otago and Southland.

2. In this time, I have undertaken a wide variety of resource management related work for

various clients, including preparing resource consent applications and consent management

services.

3. I hold professional membership with the New Zealand Institute of Primary lndustry

Management (NZplM), and have completed the Advanced Sustainable Nutrient Management

Course.

4. I am familiar with the Proposed Southland Water and Land Plan 2015 (PSWLP), the Section 42A

report and Section 32 rePort.

5. This evidence has been prepared in relation to the submission prepared by Landpro Limited on

the PSWLP.

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR EXPERT WITNESSES

6. I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses within the Environment Court

Consolidated Practice Note 2Ol4 and I agree to comply with that Code. This evidence is

within my area of expertise, except where I state I am relying on what I have been told by

another person. To the best of my knowledge I have not omitted to consider any material

facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions I express'

COMMENTS ON HEARING EVIDENCE .

7. TheevidencelampresentingtodayonbehalfofLandproLimitedhasbeenpreparedbasedon

the input of a number of our planning and technical staff, some of whom are now employed by

Environment Southland. This point is of particular relevance in relation to those matters and

points of submission relating to Appendices K and L of the PSWLP. Iwill endeavorto answer

anygeneral questionsaroundthosepointsandatahigherlevel,andlreco-gnise-t!-.'atjgnr-r-q!-a- ---'

qualifi ed Environmental Scientist.

8. I will be presenting on a range of matters which will ultimately support Landpro's view on the

PSWLP in that in some instances the plan is not clear enough, in some instances the wording

of the objectives, polices and rules will not achieve what they are intended to achieve and in

places it contradicts itself.
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9. Our evidence is primarily focused on those outstanding matters which we do not believe have

been adequatelyaddressed in the recommending report (Section 42A), in which case we seek

to provide further evidence in support of our view and the changes that we seek.

10. Where we have not provided specific reference to the matters made in our original

submission we are confirming that we agreed with the recommended position of the planning

officer with respect to these specific matters.

11. The following changes to the PSWLP are proposed as a result of our submission

a. Removal of the wording 'fully mitigated' in Poliry 1-5 and recognition that in some

instances converting dairy may not reflect a worse environmental outcome;

b. That Council seek some clarity as to what they mean by dairy farming, we disagree with

the definition as it stands and propose it refers to all associated activities, notjust the

milking of cows;

c. That intensive winter grazing applies on a percentage of landholding, and clarity

'new intensive winter grazing' is provided

twice in any five year period is permitted and the correct datum is used;

the installation of an effluent tank is a controlled activity;
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- is 'fullv mitioated' retained? ,
4.W.rm*rdlrn"f,n^^#nt 

^ework 
should be'effects based'and that in some instances

14. With regards to Policy 17, Council have recommended that "as far as reasonably practical" is

removed from the policy so that is consistent with the wording under the RMA, therefore why

a conversion of a property to dairy may actually reduce the effects of the existing activity, for

example moving from intensive winter grazing to dairying with wintering off could have major

environmental benefit$ut Policy 16 doesn't allow for instances when a change in land use will

have positive environmental benefits and there is an underlying presumption that in all

instances a conversion to dairy will negatively impact the environmen{lte*lse, for expansions,

we've seen modeled, losses through OVERSEER reduce as a result in expanding the dairy

platform and increasing cows where concessions have been made (i.e. reduced cropping etc.fl

16. Yes, it',s understood that an activity does not need to comply with all ofthe policies in a plan,

however there's been significant weight given to the policyprovisions under the PSWLP through

resource consent appticat,""J,';\'.'/6+@*c^!r"!rlr,ff#["n is higher now than previouslv.

Pi^tt€'/larly with hun s.

t7

jEEf.d as discretionary activities in terms of the processing, and level of information etc, where

Council have taken a pragmatic approach. Therefore; it's proven that this consenting process

can be achieved as a discretionary activity in some instances particularly where the risks are

lower e.g. installation of an effluent tank. N .U,La
t

Derinitions t-!"l)fi"(il/
.*., " \

18. Definition of dairy farming, at presentjl excludes young stock but when you're making an

assessment of a dairy farm it's assessed in terms of water quality atthe whole farm scale, i.e. a

Nutrient Budget considers all stock run on the blocks and feed and replacements etc.. and so it

seems there's a conflict between the activities to be consented and the activities you're

assessi ng.
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Intensive winter grazing

19.@ebelievethata50hathresholdisnotaneffectsbased
quantification, and that a percentage may be fairer. Rule 23(f1) refers to 'new intensive winter 

, _ t
grazing'butit'sunclearwhatthismaybereferringto.- (4ypa.j liOrt:O,S I fuil tJl )lr'( l+:l

20. Within our submission we had previouslv advoqated for a restricted dlsrretionary activity status

wiVn lo' ;alca 5ivtlvl w q "r\O 1 1 f/*l.++tt+i*6*#bapplying f5*ore intamtvE wtt-+ar*g than the fermitted thresholdcheu{d-

@ +rerrreo6Tls *as proposed on th'e basis that there is more
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certainty around the level of assessment required. However, given that the intent of the plan is

to 'hold the line' in terms of water quality, a discretionary activity status would mean that the

activity would have a higher testing against the policies which relate to the specific

physiographic zones and farming

activities that affect water q

'A/{
cpr':L-L "a

Cultivation on sloping ground

21. Landpro submitted on Rule 25 in that meters above mean sea level is not a real datum, and that

cultivation could typically take place twice in any five-year period as part of sowing to crop and

regrassing. I don't believe that either point was addressed within the S42a report. The effects

of these changes would not detract from the intention of Rule 25 and would make for a better

ru le.

Eff luent storage erJ{irpru{-
22. Rule 32 as proposed and recommended in the S42a report goes some way to appeasing

Landpro's concerns, however it does not provide forthe installation ofan effluent disposal tank

commensurate to the risk associated with tank installation. An effluent storage tank is designed

by a suitably qualified design engineer and issued with a PS1 and also a building consent is

required for the installation of a tank. Generally speaking, an effluent tank typically costs more

than an inground pond to install and there's no recognition forthis. Council have outlined that

as the building code does not address environmental concerns a resource consent for the

construction of effluent storage is necessary. However, so long as the tank is located a sufficient

distance away from sensitive receiving environments i.e. nearby waterbodies and bores, at it is

sufficiently sized then a controlled activity status would be sufficient[t present the installation

of a Tank would be captured as a non-complying activlty, only on a technicality though as it's
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Water Provisions
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23. It is noted that Landpro's submission highlighted concerns with the PSWLP as drafted at

notification in that it was at time inconsistent with the Mataura Water Conservation Order,

particularly with regard to Rule 60(d) (Dams and Wiers). We note that this was also a question

raised by the Hearing Commissioners on Councils S42A report, and this has been addressed in

response to prohibiting dams in tributaries, S67(4Xa) ofthe RMA outlines that a regional plan

must not be inconsistent with a water conservation order. As such, Council have recommended

the rule be amended ,*1"11"rrr.* h /Lftyg v( t <furv/tcl ,*y
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Recommended amendmeats to Rule 60(a) aod 60(d);

(a)

ttx dan or l,vir is ao! ia the 1'Ialatray{}lt*i or V'p'i/eaio l.;lwr-tttsittii!1l-.it!
rib*hiet. or ir tk ()nti Flinfs;

(di Tfu pla*ncnl or rnrtion of daw ar *vix ix tbr Alsiailra w ll'ai*aia E ;rrrr*xi*#ry-tle

## and ia tb Onti Rh;ar nain ilw at Borf, Painr at NZ1LS 260 841i73946

@ tu a pnbilited arti'it's.

Landpro supportthis amendment. *lp{rd; * L. Z J*,,Urt t a,S7le,A'of,
24. Further to this, and in regard to our submission on Appendix 1.2. (stream depletion effects) we

recommend that the commissioners refer to the Morefield Farms vs. Environment Southland

Environment Court decision to ensure that takes with a moderate degree of hydraulic

connection are managed in accordance with this court decision. This decision basically discusses

whether or not groundwater allocation is included as surface water allocation. There is a degree

of Legal interpretation and technical specifics and I recommend the commissioners seek advice

X L around this. lt's very complicated it would be too difficult for me to explain.

Surface water allocation

25. Anpehdi. r (",,-fa.gwater alleeati^n) with regardsto supplementary allocation. 10 percent is

too low, for example at Oreti at Lumsden cableway monitoring site 10% of median flow would

i 4 /-e- order ol 4o/o of the available flow). We feel that this 10% is a very conservative estimate and that

the PSWLP provides little justification for alOo/o allocation. Yes, itis.understood that high flowT
r'h/4/v-4 lUr,C C( . Li7 <ZL .

are important for flushing, however once a flow peaks-t66ritakffe tyat^r wen't a#eet

25.

e€el€gi..L.ffads. There's more available at this time and therefore a largeralbcatjce# 4

sense.Landproproposed a50o/oof medianflowonthebasisthatitwasmoreinlinewithwhat

happens across other regions.

27. Furthermore, to make an assessment on water takes, e.g. a generalized habitat assessment this

requires having good flow information, not necessarily the flow information at the most flow

sensitive point, which is contrary to the point where allocation is determined. The most flow

sensitive point downstream can change from year to year and move about. It would be better

to reference actual monitoring sites where compliance can be established more easily, and it

makes sense in terms of ecological assessments as well. most sensitive point downstream, it's
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so hard to be compliant with that and to know what that allocation would even be, given that

you'd need to monitor flows at all points to determine the most flow sensitive; and that exact

lowest point may vary over time, due to climate, hydrology, storm events, gravel deposition

etc... also what policies link to the'most flow sensitive point downstream?

Aquifer test requirements

28. With regards to Appendix 1.1. as currently drafted this is too prescriptive particularly in terms

of the 'moximum pumping rote utilised shoutd be equoI to or greoter than the moximum proposed

obstroctionrote.'Anda'24-hourconstont-roteoquifertestundertokenotthemoxlmumproposed

obstractton rate'.We recommend thatTable Y.1 is used more of a guideline which sits outside

of the plan, as it would be a more pragmatic approach.

29. As I understand it, this is recommended on the basis that the reason for undertaking a pump

test is not to ascertain whether or not maximum yield can be achieved for 24 hours of constant

pumping, but whether you have the information required to make an assessment of the

proposed take. For example, the maximum rate might be higher than the daily rate to enable

pumping over a shorter period of time but an applicant would still be required to undertake a

24 hour pump test at that maximum even if proposing to pump for a shorter period of time.

And in instances where the infrastructure Iimits the proposed abstraction rate but an application

is made to abstract at a higher rate to secure that level before investing in the infrastructure, an

applicant may be unable to pump at the maximum proposed due to the limitations of the

existing bore.

30. Also, you may be able to determine the required aquifer parameters at a lower pumping rate

and therefore this provision is in some instances a bit of an 'over-kill'. For example, a recent

new water take application had pumping data available at 3 L/s and the application applied for

4 L/s. Arguably there's enough information to characterize effects but on the basis that the

application did not comply with Appendix 1.1. it was rejected. In another instance Council have

required a review where an application was made for XL/s and a pump test was run for slightly

less L/s this seems to be requiring additional cost for applications with no clear understandlng

as to the difference in what the effects may actually be.
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